A simple characterization of disjoint covering systems  by Znám, Štefan
a system of arithmetic sequences to 
ith 0 G a < ?I. y a(n) dGnote the set of all 
where s is an teger. A system 
(1) ~j(~j), ,: = 1, 2, ._Cj m, 
is said to be disjoint covering (DCS) if each integer belongs to exactly 
9ne set u&nib (see [ 11). 
y N denote the smallest comm multiple of numbers nl, n2, ..*, n,. 
can be easily shown that (1) is a S if and only if each of t mbers 
l a*) IV -- 1 belongs to exactly et ai( Thus if ( 1) is a then, 
lex z, the rquality 
N-l 
txp(tc’] = exp[(ai ‘Sps> Z 
r) the right- 
= hw -- l)= f(z). 
The following theorem giv25 a Gmple charackrization of 
covering systems+. 
orern 1. Tlk system (1) is a LX’S Qknd only if 
(4’) exPIal,l /(expfnll - 1) + l m* + expla,l/(exp[flJ - I)= l/(e - 1) 
bards. 
Pf (1) isI a KS,, then (4) is obtained by putting z = 1 in (3). 
ose for (‘iI ) the equality (4) holds. Then1 for 2 = 1 the equality (2) 
exp[$. + s*J) 
, 
is a vanishing polynomial in e (having integral coefficients) auld there- 
fore all its coefficients are 0 (e is a transcendental number), i.e. as ex- 
onents the right-hand side of (2) there occur exactly the numbers 
91 - * l .a) 1 (each once) and thus (1) is a DCS. 
. The number e could be replaced by any transcendental number. 
. If(f)isa S, then putting z = - 1 in (3) we get 
~ll~~xP[~~l -‘. 1) + eee +~xp[~~]/(exp[~~] - 11) =l/(e - 1). 
ow the opp,osi te is sbvious. 
in [2] that (1) is 
S. Znam / DigWtt covwing systems 91 
holds, where B,(x) is the tth Bernoulli polynomial and B, is the tth 
Bernoulli number. 
Now we shall show some co erences of this with our above results. 
:$uppose (6) holds for the system ( . Let r be any complex number 
wi1:h 0 + Irl < 2n/N. Multiplying (6) C-~/t! and summing for 
t=O, 1,2 ,..., weget 
s is a power serie convergent for every such P (see [ 3, page 661) ;Lnd 
hence (‘7) can be rewritten as follows: 
I Qo 
(8) E c 
t-i OD 
I . *t-i 
‘i 
WI ) ai 
Bt ;; ’ = t=f-.J t! Br ’( ))c . Q--e .__- j=n r=o t! . 
i.e. for every such I+ the equality (3) holds (see [ 3J). However, both sides 
of (3) are meromorphic functions, thus also (4) holds and (due to Theo- 
rem l)(l) is a DCS. 
On the other hand, if (1) is a WI;, then (3) holds for any P with 
0 # Irl < 2a/YV and by reversing the above steps we get (7). However, 
(7) implies (6) for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
This is a shorter proolf of [ 2, Theorem 11. 
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